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The INCIPERE-2022 was held on 13 April 2022 at Jaypee University of Information
Technology, Solan. This was a departmental event conducted by Synapse-the
Department of Biotechnology and Bioinformatics.

This event is important to the department in several ways, as it welcomes newbies
i.e.; 1st Year students and introduces them to the departmental club-Synapse.
Also, this event marks the end of one tenure of the Committee and the beginning of
another tenure.

This event began with the hosting by Muskaan Khurana and Ragini Mishra, who
thoroughly welcomed all the dignitaries present there.

The lamp Lighting was done by VC Dr Rajendra Kumar Sharma, Registrar and Dean
of Students Maj Gen Rakesh Bassi, Dean of Academics Dr Ashok Kumar Gupta,
The head of the department Dr Sudhir Kumar, The faculty coordinators of synapse
Dr Tirathraj, Dr Hemand Sood and Dr Saurabh Bansal which was accompanied by
Saraswati Vandana. The event officially embarked on.



Then, honourable VC Dr Rajendra Kumar Sharma graced the stage with his
insightful words. His speech started with a bit of humour but ended with thoughtful
words.

Following this, Chaitanya from 4th-year Btech Biotechnology was there on stage with
his instrumental performance which kept the audience spellbound.

Then, Registrar and Dean of Students Maj. Gen. Rakesh Bassi and Dean of
academics Dr Ashok Kumar Gupta were welcomed on the stage to share a few
words of wisdom.

After this Shikhu accompanied by Ragini, presented a beautiful singing performance
that made the audience sing along.



The Head of the Department Dr Sudhir Kumar marked his presence with inspiring
words. Also, he remembered Great Scientist Har Gobind Khorana on the occasion of
his 100th birth year sharing some beautiful instances from the life journey of the
Scientist.

13th April, which marks the beautiful occasion of Vaisakhi, this event couldn't be left
without an exuberant Bhangra performance. Janki from 4th-year Biotechnology and
Harshita from MSc 2nd year performed energetic bhangra which was enjoyed by the
audience.



The faculty coordinator of the Synapse club, Dr Hemand Sood was invited on the
stage to share a few words with the audience on the occasion of Incipere.

She then invited Student President 2021-22- Janki Insan on the stage to share her
journey as the president with the audience.
The president beautifully thanked everyone for being a part of her journey which left
some of us with goosebumps and tears. Before leaving the stage she wished all the
best to the upcoming team of Synapse.

Then, Dr Hemant Sood welcomed all the dignitaries on the stage to present
certificates to the Synapse council 2021-22 and said a very warm thank you to the
student council for playing their role in the departmental club beautifully.

Followed by this, the honourable Vice Chancellor presented certificates and thanked
the faculty coordinators of Synapse for their contribution to the club.



2nd-year girls Pranjali and Drishti presented a beautiful semi-classical dance
performance that was graceful by all means.



A beautiful video created by the technical team of the club was presented that
depicted all the past activities and achievements of the SYNAPSE club, so far.

The last performance of the event was by Shanzi and Ragini, the performance was
so energetic and it took everyone down in the lanes of Bollywood.

Then Dr TirathRaj was invited on stage, he presented his beautifully written
self-owned poetries that had enough humour to make everyone laugh.
Then concluding this event, he introduced the new council of Synapse to everyone.
Synapse Council-2022-23 is announced as follows

Ragini Mishra as Student President.
Muskaan as General Secretary
Arthza Shukla as Treasurer.

● Coordinators for the Event and Technical Club are Nikunj Sharma, Shikhu and
Chirag Abrol.

● Coordinators for Outreach, Career and Alumni are Gargi Prasher, Sefali
Bhakuni and Amrita Mishra

● Coordinators for Arts and Literary club are Tulika Goswami, Jyotika Gupta and
Himanshu Kumar

● Coordinators for the Disciplinary club are Parul Katoch, Pushpit Thakur and
Ishita.



The faculty coordinators congratulated the newly formed team and the event was
followed by tea and snacks.


